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In density functional theory, the adiabatic coupling may be treated perturbatively. This Görling-Levy per-
turbation theory can be applied to both nondegenerate and degenerate states. Formulas are given to second
order. Some excitations are shown to be poorly described to first order(i.e., in exact exchange), no matter how
weakly correlated the system is. Results are demonstrated on a simple model system, two fermions in a
one-dimensional parabolic well with a contact interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kohn-Sham density functional theory(DFT) is an effi-
cient and widely used method for calculating electronic
structure[1,2]. With a sufficiently accurate approximation to
the unknown exchange-correlation energy, one can calculate
the ground-state density and energy of a system, which pro-
vides a great deal of information about its structure and
thermo chemistry[3]. However, there is also great interest in
excited state properties, such as the overall optical spectrum,
individual oscillator strengths[4], and scattering properties
[5]. Although in principle all excited state properties can be
obtained from the ground state density, in practice several
different density functional approaches are used[6]. Some
DFT methods for obtaining excited states are difference of
self consistent fields(DSCF) [7,8], DFT for ensembles
[9,10], Görling-Levy perturbation theory(GLPT) [11], varia-
tion of bifunctionals [12], and time-dependent DFT(TD-
DFT) [13].

TDDFT is an extension of ground state DFT to time-
dependent external potentials[13]. Excitation energies of at-
oms, molecules, and solids can be found as the poles in
frequency-dependent linear response susceptibilities[14], or,
more practically, as the solution of an eigenvalue equation,
which makes the calculation feasible with a Kohn-Sham
(KS) orbital basis[15]. In the linear response calculation, the
exact exchange-correlation kernel, which is the functional
derivative of the exchange-correlation potential, is unknown,
so approximations are made. Almost all calculations use an
adiabatic approximation, such as the adiabatic local density
approximation(ALDA ), which ignores the frequency depen-
dence of the kernel. This causes double(and multiple) exci-
tations to be missed[16].

On the other hand, the adiabatic connection, in which the
electron-electron repulsion strength is varied keeping the
density fixed[17,18], provides a continuous connection from
the KS noninteracting system to the fully interacting system.
For ground states, the adiabatic connection has been used to
find exact conditions satisfied by the unknown exact
exchange-correlation energy which have been helpful in con-
structing accurate approximations. In particular, nonempiri-
cal hybrid schemes are obtained via the adiabatic connection
[19,20].

Perturbation theory in the adiabatic coupling constanta is
called Görling-Levy perturbation theory[11]. GLPT is usu-
ally developed for the correlation energyECfng of a finite-
density system. The difference between GLPT and the usual
perturbation theory is that GLPT constrains the external po-
tential to keep the ground-state densitynsr d fixed for all a
ù0. The high-density limit of the correlation energy can then
be obtained from the coupling-constant perturbation expan-
sion [11]. By using the optimized effective potential(OEP)
method[21] and GLPT, the exchange-correlation energyEXC

can be expanded in powers ofa, EXC=aEXfng+a2EC
s2d+¯.

ThenEX andEC
s2d can be expressed in terms of KS orbitals,

and the corresponding potentialvXsr d=dEX/dnsr d and

vC
s2dsr d=dEC

s2d /dnsr d can be calculated[22–24].
Assuming the energetic ordering of eigenstates is pre-

served along the adiabatic connection, i.e., when going from
the noninteracting system ata=0 to the fully interacting sys-
tem ata=1, the coupling constant path establishes a continu-
ous connection from a given eigenstate of the KS system to
one of the physical system, and we can use the adiabatic
connection to extract the excited state energies[6]. Fillipi et
al. applied first order perturbation theory in the adiabatic
connection to some real atoms and obtained excitation ener-
gies that are better than those resulting from the usual first
order perturbation theory[25].

In other work, second-order results have been calculated
for the ground state, but only the first order formula has been
derived for the excited states. Here we use second order per-
turbation theory and the adiabatic connection in DFT to cal-
culate the energies of nearly degenerate excited states. We
discuss cases where the degenerate treatment is vital. In Sec.
II, we introduce the adiabatic connection and give the second
order approximation to the excitation energy. In Sec. III, we
use a simple one-dimensional model, which contains two
particles in a harmonic well interacting via ad function, to
show how to apply the adiabatic connection to the non-
degenerate and near degenerate excited states. Our conclu-
sions are given in Sec. IV. We use atomic units throughout
se2="=me=1d.
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II. GENERAL THEORY

The adiabatic connection provides a useful link between
the non-interacting KS system and the fully interacting, real
system. Ana-dependent Hamiltonian is defined as

Ĥa = T̂ + aV̂ee+ V̂ext
a , s1d

where T̂=−1
2oi=1

N ¹i
2, V̂ee=oi, j ur i −r ju−1, V̂ext

a =oi=1
N vext

a sr id,
N is the number of electrons,a is the coupling constant, and
vext

a sr d is the local external potential chosen to keep the
ground state density independent ofa. At a=0, we have the
KS system, while ata=1, we get the real system. The cor-
relation energy is nowa dependent,EC

afng, with the true
value ata=1. The potential in the adiabatic connection for-
mula can be written as[11]

vext
a sr d = vSsr d − afvHsr d + vXsr dg − vC

asr d, s2d

where the KS potentialvSsr d=vextsr d+vHsr d+vXCsr d, Har-
tree potential vHsr d=ed3r8nsr 8d / ur −r 8u, exchange-
correlation potentialvxcsr d=dExc/dnsr d, and

vC
asr d =

dEC
a

dnsr d
. s3d

All quantities take on their usual values and significance at
a=1. Thus, we have

Ĥa = ĤS+ asV̂ee− V̂HXd − V̂C
a , s4d

where ĤS=T̂+V̂S=Ĥa=0 is the Hamiltonian of the KS sys-

tem, V̂HX =oi=1
N vHsr id+vXsr id and V̂C

a =oi=1
N vC

asr id.
Görling and Levy[11] developed a perturbation theory in

powers ofa, the density functional analog of Møller-Plesset
(MP) perturbation theory[26]. In the standard perturbation

theory,asV̂ee−V̂HXd−V̂C
a is the perturbation term, so to first

order,

Ej
a = ESj + akFSjuV̂ee− V̂HXuFSjl − kFSjuV̂C

auFSjl. s5d

The chief difference in GLPT is that the potential itself
changes witha, the perturbation parameter. Using perturba-
tion theory for nondegenerate states, we expand the energy
of any eigenstate to second order ina,

Ej
a = ESj + akFSjuV̂ee− V̂HXuFSjl + a2

3Ho
mÞ j

ukFSjuV̂ee− V̂HXuFSmlu2

ESj − ESm
− kFSjuV̂C

s2duFSjlJ,

snondegenerated s6d

whereES andFS are the energy and wave function of the KS
system, respectively. Note that here the perturbation isa
dependent. There are two terms of ordera2 in the equation
above. In our example, we will show that both of them are
important and neither can be ignored.

We can write the transition frequency as the difference of
energies. For a non degenerate single excitation, the transi-
tion frequency can be expanded in power ofa:

v = vS+ avs1d + a2vs2d + ¯ , s7d

where

vs1d = kFSjuV̂ee− V̂HXuFSjl − kFS0uV̂ee− V̂HXuFS0l, s8d

vs2d = o
mÞ j

ukFSjuV̂ee− V̂HXuFSmlu2

ESj − ESm
− kFSjuV̂C

s2duFSjl

− o
mÞ0

ukFS0uV̂ee− V̂HXuFSmlu2

ES0 − ESm
+ kFS0uV̂C

s2duFS0l.

s9d

We compare to the result from TDDFT[4]:

v = vq + afqufHXuqg + a2HfqufC
s2duqg + 2 o

qÞq8

vq8ufqufHXuq8gu2

vq
2 − vq8

2

+ fqufHXsvqduqgFqU ] fHX

] v
svqdUqG−

ufqufHXsvqduqgu2

2vq
J ,

s10d

where q is a double index, representing a transition from
occupied KS orbitali to unoccupied KS orbitala, vq is the
KS transition frequency,Fqsr d=fi

*sr dfasr d, fHX is the
Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel, andfqu fHXCsvd uqg
=ed3r ed3r8Fq

*sr dfHXCsr ,r 8 ;vdFq8sr 8d. These two expres-
sions are both exact as expansions in powers ofa, so they
must be identical term by term. Gonze and Scheffler has
shown that the first order ofa terms are equal[27]. Here we
point out that thea2 coefficients are also equal to each other,
although there is no simple relationship among individual
terms.

For degenerate-(or nearly degenerate) states, perturbation

theory fails if kFSjuV̂ee−V̂HXuFSml is nonvanishing whileESj

andESm are equal or close. So we diagonalize the perturba-
tion matrix in the subspace of the degenerate states first, and
choose the new base kets that diagonalize the matrix. After
that, we apply the formula from the nondegenerate theory,
Eq. (6), and the contribution from the subspace of the degen-
erate states will vanish automatically in the summation.

Consider two KS statesu1l and u2l with KS energiesE1
andE2 that are nearly degenerate. We diagonalize the pertur-
bation matrix

Uk1uHS+ asVee− VHXdu1l k1uHS+ asVee− VHXdu2l
k2uHS+ asVee− VHXdu1l k2uHS+ asVee− VHXdu2l

U
s11d

to find two eigenvaluesE±, and the corresponding normal-
ized eigenstatesuF±l, that are both linear combinations ofu1l
and u2l:

E±sad = Ē + aDv̄ ± ÎD2sad + a2Dv12
2 , s12d

where Ē=sE1+E2d /2, Dv̄=sDv11+Dv22d /2, Dvi j =ki uV̂ee

−V̂HXu jl and
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Dsad =
1

2
fE1 − E2 + asDv11 − Dv22dg, s13d

The new eigenstates are

uF+l = cosuu1l + sin uu2l s14d

and

uF−l = − sin uu1l + cosuu2l, s15d

where

tan 2u = aDv12/Dsad. s16d

Now uF±l are the new basis of the subspace of the near

degenerate states, and satisfykF+uĤS+asV̂ee−V̂HXduF−l=0,
so the perturbed energies for the near degenerate states are

E = E±sad − a2kF±uV̂C
s2duF±l + a2 o

mÞ1,2

ukF±uV̂ee− V̂HXuFSm
lu2

E± − ESm

+ ¯ sdegenerated. s17d

Note that if uaDv12u /Dsad!1, uF±l will becomeu1l and u2l
and Eq.(6) is recovered; otherwise, we must use the degen-
erate formula. Note also that thea dependence ofE±

sad is
more complex than a simple power series.

Lastly, we apply Eq.(17) to a very specific case, namely

two states that become degenerate whenV̂ee=0. In such a
case, if the electron-electron repulsion is weak, i.e., write

lV̂ee with l!1, then D,Osld and Dv12,Osld, so that
Dv12/Dsa=1d→const asl→0. If this constant is not small,
then Eq.(6) will always fail, no matter how weak the repul-
sion. Any finite value ofl, no matter how small, breaks the
degeneracy in the physical system, and also in the KS sys-
tem. Even though the exact degeneracy does not occur in the
KS system, degenerate perturbation theory is always needed.
Thus, even if the ground state is weakly correlated, i.e., its
energy is accurately approximated by Hartree-Fork, the
nearly degenerate excited states will not be accurately given
at this level of approximation.

III. SIMPLE MODEL

Density functional theory applies to any interacting sys-
tem, whenever a Hohenberg-Kohn theorem can be estab-
lished [1]. In particular, DFT clearly applies to electrons in
any number of dimensions, and interacting with any given
repulsion. The details of the functional differ, but the general
theorems remain true. In this section, we use a simple one-
dimensional model with ad-function repulsion between the
particles. Such a choice makes all the calculations tractable,
and the results transparent. Once we draw only conclusions
that are independent of the details of the functional, we are
on safe ground. In cases where similar calculations have
been performed for real atoms, our conclusions agree with
those of the realistic applications.

We use a simple model as an example to show how our
algorithm works. Two one-dimensional fermions are con-
fined to a parabolic well, and the repulsion between them is
a d function. The Hamiltonian is

Ĥ = −
1

2
S d2

dx1
2 +

d2

dx2
2D +

1

2
ksx1

2 + x2
2d + ldsx1 − x2d. s18d

We use this toy model as an example because it is exactly
solvable, and has both non-degenerate and nearly degenerate
excited states. We choosek=1 without loss of generality.
Transforming to center of mass and relative coordinates

X = sx1 + x2d/2, u = x1 − x2, s19d

the Schrödinger equation decouples. The center of mass
wavefunction is just a harmonic oscillator of mass 2 and
frequency 1, and the relative wave function satisfies

S−
d2

du2 +
1

4
u2 + ldsudDfsud = efsud. s20d

The total energy is given by

ENj = e j + N + 1/2, s21d

wheree j = j +1/2 whenl=0, and even forlÞ0, remains the
same for oddj because of the node atu=0. The even energy
eigenvalues of Eq.(20) can be shown to satisfy

l = −

2Î2GS3 − 2e

4
D

GS1 − 2e

4
D , s22d

and increase linearly withl for l!1 for even states.
First, we consider the spectrum of our model. For simplic-

ity we discuss only singlet states. We denote the states of the
real system asfN, jg, whereN and j are the quantum num-
bers in the center of mass and relative coordinates, respec-
tively. The singlet condition impliesj must be even. Now we
have the ground state[0,0] in which both the center-of-mass
and relative coordinates parts are in their ground states; the
first excited state is[1,0], the second is[0,2], and the third is
[2,0] where the second and third are close in energy(degen-
erate atl=0), so we need to use the method of nearly de-
generate states to treat them. The singlet energy structure
atom is shown in Fig. 1.

The exact Kohn-Sham(KS) ground state is easy to calcu-
late for this system. We write the exact wave function

C0sx1,x2d = f0sudF0sXdxsing, s23d

where f0sud and F0sXd are the ground-state relative wave
function and center-of-mass wave function, respectively. By
integrating over one coordinate, we calculate the ground-
state densitynsxd. ThenfKSsxd=Însxd /2, and invert the KS
equation to calculatevSsxd=C−d2fKSsxd /2dx2, choosing the
constantC so thatvS→kx2/2 as x→`. The occupied and
unoccupied levels of this potential form the KS system, as
shown on the right of Fig. 1.
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In the KS system, we use another notation for the energy
levels. We still use two numbers, but they are the KS orbital
levels of the two electrons. So,(0,0) is the ground state of the
KS systemf0sx1df0sx2d; and the first excited state is(0,1),
which means one electron is on the ground state of the KS
orbital while the other is on the first excited state, The KS
wave function of this excited state isff0sx1df1sx2d
+f1sx1df0sx2dg /Î2. For the second excited state, we have a
double excited stateFD=f1sx1df1sx2d, and the third excited
state is the single excited stateFI =ff0sx1df2sx2d
+f2sx1df0sx2dg /Î2. All the KS orbitals are exact.

The ground and first excited states are both nondegener-
ate, so we can easily apply Eq.(6) to them and find the
energies up to second order ina. In practice, it is not
straightforward to calculatevC

s2dsr d exactly [28], so we use
vC

s2dsr d.vCsr d, an approximation that is valid to the order we
need. In the summation over KS statesm in Eq. (6), we take
the lowest 50 energy levels in the KS system, which we have
checked is sufficient for convergence. The second and third
excited states are nearly degenerate, so we use Eqs.
(11)–(17), where u1l=FI, u2l=FD. In our model system,

V̂ee=ldsx1−x2d, so V̂HX =lnsxd /2=lf0
2sxd, where f0sxd is

the ground state orbital of the KS system.
In Table I, we list some approximate results and their

errors for our model withl=0.4. All energies are referenced
to N+ j +1, the levels atl=0. The last two rows labeled
“near deg.” in the table are the results from applying the near

degenerate formula of Eq.(17) to the second and third ex-
cited states; the other calculations are done with the nonde-
generate formula(6).

The states[0,0], [1,0], [2,0] have the same deviation en-
ergy, because they differ only in their center-of-mass excita-
tion. The KS energies listed here are the corresponding
ground state(0,0) and the lowest three excited states(0,1),
(1,1), (0,2), energies. They are calculated by adding the KS
orbitals energies, and then subtractingN+ j +1. We chosel
sufficiently large to ensure significant differences between
the KS and exact levels. The differences are close to 100%.
The results from the first order standard perturbation theory
are also listed in the table. For the ground and first excited
states(both are non-degenerate), they are much closer to the
true energies. But the second and third excited states are not
as good, because these two states are nearly degenerate. If
we apply the nearly degenerate perturbation theory here, bet-
ter results are achieved. For the GLPT approximation, we
calculated first and second order results. From the ground
and first excited states, first order GLPT is better than first
order standard PT for the nondegenerate states. Keeping the
ground-state density fixed plays an important role in the ac-
curacy of the approximation. But for the nearly degenerate
states, there is little improvement. Second order near-
degenerate GLPT gives the best results in this table. They are

TABLE I. Energy eigenvalues(in a.u.) (relative to harmonic oscillator) for l=0.4, i.e., we subtractN
+ j +1 from the energies.

standard perturbation theory GL perturbation theory

State Exact energy KS energy 1st order 1st order 2nd order

[0,0] 0.143 0.297s100%d 0.156s9%d 0.144s0.6%d 0.144s0.8%d
[1,0] 0.143 0.223s60%d 0.161s10%d 0.150s5%d 0.144s0.8%d
[0,2] 0.078 0.149s90%d 0.120s50%d 0.109s40%d 0.084s8%d
[2,0] 0.143 0.209s50%d 0.122s−10%d 0.117s−20%d 0.138s−3%d

near deg. 0.078 0.149s90%d 0.081s3%d 0.072s−7%d 0.079s1%d
near deg. 0.143 0.209s50%d 0.161s10%d 0.153s7%d 0.144s0.5%d

FIG. 1. The lowest singlet levels of our model withl=1, both
exactly and in the KS system.

FIG. 2. The adiabatic connection of the second and third excited
states energies whenl=0.4. The crosses indicate the exact energies,
the dotted straight lines are first order nondegenerate GLPT, the
solid curves are first order near-degenerate GLPT and the dotted
curves are the results of standard perturbation theory(first order),
and the dashed curves are second order GLPT.
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better than first order near-degenerate GLPT by an order of
magnitude. From the nearly degenerate results, we find that
the near-degenerate treatment improves all three perturbation
theory approximations.

Fillipi et al. calculated the excitation energies of real at-
oms: He, ionized Li, and Be, from density functional pertur-
bation theory[25]. They compared two kinds of first-order
excitation energies, one obtained from the standard perturba-
tion theory without keeping density fixed for alla, as dis-
cussed above, and the other to first order in the coupling
constant(the same way we get the results of “first order” in
GLPT). They found the latter is more accurate. Their conclu-
sion coincides with ours.

We plot the adiabatic connection of the energies and tran-
sition frequencies from the ground state to the second and
third excited states in Figs. 2 and 3. Compared to the zeroth
order approximation(a=0, KS system), the first order near-
degenerate GLPT approximation has already improved the
results a lot. From the standard perturbation results, we see
that includingvCsr d alone does not give us a better splitting
of the two states. But after adding all the second order terms
in Eq. (17), including the sum, we get results very close to
the true values. An important property of the second excita-
tion is that the two states are an almost equal mixture of the
single and double excitations. If we use TDDFT in the adia-
batic approximation, double excitations are missing, and we
find only one transition, which is in the middle of the two
true transitions[16]. But the double excitation is not a prob-
lem in our calculation, since when we diagonalize the per-

turbation matrix, we have already mixed single and double
excitations.

In Fig. 2, we also plot the first order approximation to
Esad, atl=0.4. The figure shows the results of the first order
GLPT approximation of the second excited states if we treat
them as nondegenerate states. Whenl is small, (and these
levels are nearly degenerate,) the first order approximation
gives much larger errors than the results if we treat them as
near degenerate states. Figure 3 shows that the same conclu-
sions apply to the transition frequencies.

Note that the shape of the curves in Figs. 2 and 3 remains
the same no matter how smalll is. In no case will first-order
GL perturbation theory be accurate.

Figure 4 shows the energy of the first excited state when
l=0.4, far from the weak correlation regime. It shows that in
Eq. (6), both second order terms ina are important. Here, the
first- and second-order GLPT approximations are both close
to the true value, but the first-order standard perturbation
theory result has a large error in comparison to them. Since
the standard perturbation approximation include the first-
order GLPT and thea2VC term, but not the summation term,
this means sometimes the two terms of the second order ina
can cancel each other, so when we calculate to second order
in a, we must include them both. This also shows, by keep-
ing the density fixed, GLPT is more accurate than the stan-
dard perturbation theory.

From Table I, we can see that whenl=0.4, we need to
use the near-degenerate formula.(At l=0.4,DvDI /d=10.09.)

TABLE II. Results forl=1.0.

standard perturbation theory GL perturbation theory

State Exact energy KS energy First order First order Second order

[0,0] 0.307 0.630s100%d 0.378s20%d 0.269s−10%d 0.304s−0.9%d
[1,0] 0.307 0.468s50%d 0.410s30%d 0.306s−0.4%d 0.306s−0.1%d
[0,2] 0.187 0.305s60%d 0.300s60%d 0.199s7%d 0.182s−3%d
[2,0] 0.307 0.447s50%d 0.315s3%d 0.241s−20%d 0.319s4%d

near deg. 0.187 0.305s60%d 0.206s10%d 0.117s−40%d 0.200s7%d
near deg. 0.307 0.447s50%d 0.409s30%d 0.324s6%d 0.305s−0.7%d

FIG. 3. The adiabatic connection of the transition frequencies
whenl=0.4 for second and third excited states. Notation same as
Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The adiabatic connection for the energy whenl=0.4 for
the first excited state. The cross indicates the exact energy, the solid
line is the first order GLPT approximation, the dotted line is the
standard perturbation theory results, and the dashed line is the sec-
ond order GLPT approximation.
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Now we increasel to 1, and the value ofDvDI /d becomes
4.80. The results are listed in Table II. The near degenerate
formula does not give more accurate results here, because
higher order terms ina are more significant.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how to treat nearly degenerate states in
Görling-Levy perturbation theory. The calculated results of
the simple model show that for somel, which corresponds
to the electron repulsion constant, the first order approxima-
tion is not accurate enough, we need to use the second order
approximation which works well for both nondegenerate and
(near) degenerate states. In general, for systems with degen-

eracies whenV̂ee=0, first-order perturbation theory is inac-

curate, even ifV̂ee is very small.
Although in this paper we have only applied our method

to a simple model system, the general results can be ex-
tended to real atoms and molecules to calculate excitation
energies. For example, the methodology applies to stretched
H2 [29], where the ground- and first excited states are nearly
degenerate.
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